
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of transaction analyst. To join our growing team, please review the list
of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for transaction analyst

Collaborate with clients, custodians, brokers, industry contacts and internal
service partners such as Front Office, Finance to ensure efficient and timely
transmission of trades and cash/position breaks
Through use of advanced statistical modelling and rules, the Sr
The Risk Analyst will manage a client portfolio, with the added responsibility
of reducing the net cost of check acceptance
Initiating account record set-up for new accounts and/or portfolios
Providing assistance and training to colleagues acting as global expert for
account record set-ups
Conducting context-based, exploratory, and scenario testing for transaction
flows and calculations
Advises Finance Manager – Accounts Receivable and Master Data, Accounts
Receivable Supervisor, when SLAs are not being consistently met
Review financial data inputs from P&L statements into valuation models
Work closely with TM business managers on improving quality and timeliness
Work closely with Risk Management and Ops Control to understand the E&O
trends and reasons

Qualifications for transaction analyst

Excellent communication skills to interact with brokers and counter parties
various levels of management within the company
Knowledge of various systems including Bloomberg, Trade Web, Oasys,
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Understanding of the payments industry, payments systems, data and
protocols SWIFT messaging
Ability to manage a team and contribute to the professional development
Ability to exchange information and knowledge within teams and
competence to act as a mediator
Ability to coach others, provide exceptional client service, demonstrate
commitment to continuous learning in order to stay current regarding
applicable strategies, see the "big picture" the details, display appropriate
ethical knowledge and commitment, and exhibit a sense of urgency and
commitment to quality and the timely completion of duties


